
Promotion & Distribution Plan 
 
Our rock solid plan reflects our existing local audience, which consists of a gender equal 
pool of young GenXers and old Millenials. Broke students, dropouts or recent graduates in 
a field that their parents warned them about, they realize life may not be all it’s cracked up 
to be but, fuck it, they’re determined to have a good time anyways. YouTube binges, 
trolling Reddit and listening to podcasts breaks up the monotony of working a survival job 
by night and drinking craft beer by day. They, or one of their roommates, definitely own a 
cat with a super clever, yet tasteful, name.  There is no shame in stopping at McDonalds on 
the way home from buying a gallon of kombucha from the farmer’s market. Aside from 
school newspapers and posters pinned to the walls of their local haunts, they get most of 
their news (and validation) from social media.  
Our crack team of experts has crafted our marketing and release strategy to compliment 
the style and tone of The Plaza, directing marketing funds to avenues that will produce the 
greatest return.  With an existing fan base of over 1,700 on Facebook, over 37,500 views on 
our short videos and a combined online following of over 3,000, we are in a position to 
leverage our established fan base and take over the world, or at the very least Canada. Our 
marketing approach is a non-linear one, focusing on creating a dialog with our audience 
and ensuring that the Meta tone of the series flows into our promotional content.  We will 
do as follows: 
● Post prompting questions on popular topics that relate back to series content and 

responding to posts in real time, and in character, building a relationship with our 
audience; 

● Use promoters such as @Crackmacs, Mike’s Bloggity Blog and Calgary Reddit, and 
submit to Eyeoncanada.ca and Eboss Canada; 

● Approach international online publications that feature genre specific web series;  
● Focus on select social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram, allowing us to 

keep content fresh between platforms; 
● Access analytics, to further narrow down what works, while utilizing SEOs and hashtags 

used by the people who matter, our audience; 
● Optimize web traffic with paid searches like Calgary Film and Canadian Web Series; 
● Schedule posts based on statistics for the best times of day using Hootsuite; 
● Online press releases; 
● Join online forums related to our target market; 
● Use on set photos and behind the scenes videos to build an EPK; 
● Utilize 16:9 aspect ratio video clips on Instagram “created by” the characters in the 

show, including staggered parody adds “Approved by The Plaza”; 
● Push content to social media pages for featured actors and bands ie. The Static Shift, 

Raul Manriquez and Kelsey Faith from Big Brother Canada;  
● Perform outrageous publicity stunts, and promote sweet contests; 
● Approach CBC Comedy for a place on their web series OTT platform and Telus for 

inclusion in VOD in-flight entertainment;  
● Release on social networks and free digital VOD platforms such a Facebook, YouTube 

and Crackle.  
 
We are not just talent to watch we are talent YOU WILL WANT TO WATCH. How will we 
make all this happen? We never sleep. Literally almost never. This is more important. We know 
our audience, what makes them tick, where they are and how to reach them.  
No matter how small we have to make the font to do it!  


